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ABSTRACT
Status epilepticus (SE) represents a diagnostic and treatment challenge in comatosed patients. This clinic
report represents one of the first descriptions of the use of Bilateral BIS® monitor to depict the changes
of colour density spectral array (CDSA) from the operating room to the intensive care unit (ICU), and
allowed us to hypothesize about the presence of epileptiform activity.
A 45 years old man submitted to an urgent craniotomy directed to decompress a malignant middle
cerebral artery infarct. Initial CDSA panel showed a pattern of asymmetry, related to the left hemisphere,
where the ischemic-hemorrhagic lesion was located. A pattern of high power at frequencies under the
12Hz range was observed, resulting in a plateau formation that can imply seizure presence. This pattern
responded to changing of Ce of target controlled infusion (TCI) Propofol and to a bolus of thiopental.
At encephalic decompression a global reduction of activity at all frequencies was observed. The patient
was transferred to the ICU where the DSA panel showed a sudden loss of alpha and then delta band
frequencies. Cerebral death was afterwards clinically diagnosed. CDSA can be used as a complementary
tool to detect and monitor SE. It shows good correlation with surgical events and anesthetic depth making
it possible to tailor anesthesia to each patient needs in the operating room and in the ICU.
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INTRODUCTION
Status epilepticus (SE) is a potentially lifethreatening condition and a common neurological
emergency defined as continuous or recurrent
seizures lasting more than 5 minutes and without
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full recovery of consciousness between seizures.
SE is categorized as either convulsive or nonconvulsive (NCSE).1,2 NCSE presents as a diagnostic
challenge as it includes a heterogeneous spectrum
of presentations that might be broadly defined
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as ongoing seizure activity for at least 30 minutes
without major motor signs but with a change in
behaviour or cognition.1
Permanent neurological damage and death might
occur after 20-30 minutes of continuous seizure
activity, making early diagnosis and aggressive
management of this condition of paramount
importance. Although the diagnosis of NCSE is
most often suspected on the basis of high clinical
suspicion,
continuous
electroencephalogram
(cEEG) monitoring is the gold-standard for definitive
diagnosis of NCSE in comatose patients.3,4,5
However, this neurophysiologic technique is largely
restricted to teaching hospitals and widespread
use is limited. Delaying the diagnosis and the antiepileptic treatment contribute to the worsening of
the pre-existing cerebral damage and therefore for
a worse prognosis.1
The newest Bilateral Bispectral Index (BIS)-VistaTM
Monitoring System consists of the BIS-Vista monitor
and a bilateral BIS sensor. The electrode placement
is designed to capture high-quality EEG signals
from both cerebral hemispheres and the monitor
records and displays four channels of EEG (two
from each side of the brain), allowing the clinician
to immediate assessment of dramatic hemispheric
differences. One advanced feature of BIS bilateral
system is the option of displaying a colour-based
density spectral array (CDSA) of processed EEG
information.6
Recent studies have stressed that BIS monitoring
may be useful in other clinical situations outside
anesthesia such as detection of brain death,
treatment of refractory status epilepticus and
prediction of prognosis in comatose subjects.7,8,9,10
Despite the fact that cEEG remains the goldstandard for diagnosis and monitoring of NCSE it
is complex to perform and difficult to interpret by
non-specialized clinicians. The use of simplified
algorithms such as DSA may facilitate early diagnosis
and monitoring of these patients.5

a relative, minutes after being seen in his normal
condition (at 9PM, day 0). At the Emergency Service
the neurologic examination detected drowsiness,
motor aphasia, right homonymous hemianopia,
right hemiparesis of the face, arm (grade 1-2) and
leg (grade 2) with a National Institutes of Health
Stroke Scale (NIHSS) of 22. Cranial computed
tomography (CT) showed an occluded left internal
carotid artery (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Cranial CT scan showing a hyperdense
left internal carotid artery, indicating endovascular
thrombus

The patient had a history of epilepsy, not
documented, and a depression, being medicated
with lamotrigin 200 mg PO q.d. and duloxetin 30
mg PO q.d. He had tabagit habits and no other
known pathology or cerebrovascular risk factors.
After an analytic study he was submitted to
thrombolytic treatment 3 h after being seen (at 12
PM, day 0).

To the best of our knowledge, this clinic report
represents one of the first descriptions of the use
of Bilateral BIS® monitor to depict the changes of
CDSA with surgical events and concentrations of
intravenous anesthetic drugs from the operation
room to the intensive care unit (ICU). The
interpretation of CDSA also allowed hypothesizing
about the presence of epileptiform activity in a
comatose patient.

He was then transferred to our hospital where
an angiography was performed, 4h after the
thrombolytic treatment was initiated (at 4AM, day
1). It was found that the left internal carotid artery
was occluded in its cervical segment owing to
arterial dissection and in the petrous segment owing
to a thrombus. Mechanical thrombectomy was
performed with complete carotid recanalization.
Because of the haemorrhagic risk it was decided not
to place a stent at the cervical carotid dissection.

CASE REPORT

In the morning after, a cranial CT was performed
that showed ischemic lesions in the superficial and

A 45 years old man was found fallen on the floor by
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connected to hard drive for continuous data
collection.
An arterial line was placed and continuous systolic,
mean and diastolic arterial values were monitored
(Figure 3), as the ECG trace (not registered) and
heart rate, peripheral saturation, end tidal CO2 and
tidal volume (not registered), train-of-four ratio
and bilateral BIS.

Figure 2: Cerebral Angiography showing occlusion
of the cervical and petrous segments of the carotid
artery

profound left hemisphere in the carotid territory,
with some haemorrhagic transformation signals.
These lesions conditioned important mass effect
with subtentorial herniation and right deviation of
the medial structures (Figure 2).
Under neurosurgery evaluation he was well
arousable at call, aphasic and with right body
hemiplegia, being proposed for decompressive
craniotomy.
Moments after this evaluation he rapidly worsened,
Glasgow Coma Scale O1V2M4, anisocoric. Internal
Emergency Team performed orotracheal intubation
with midazolam 20 mg and vercuronium 10 mg,
and the patient was conducted to the operating
room.
At the operating room the patient appeared
clinically unconscious, showing no responses to
either verbal commands or sternal rub, no muscle
tone, and eyes fixed in the midline.
We monitored the patient with 5 channel
electrocardiography (ECG) , pulse oximetry,
continuous direct arterial pressure measurement,
bilateral BIS monitor (BIS VISTA; Covidien, Dublin,
Ireland), neuromuscular function (Datex-Ohmeda's
M-NMT MechanoSensor, Datex‐Ohmeda Inc.,
Helsinki, Finland) and end tidal CO2. These values
were automatically registered with the Centricity
software (Centricity™, GE Healthcare, Chicago,
United States). During surgery BIS monitor was
ANAESTH, PAIN & INTENSIVE CARE; VOL 21(1) JAN-MAR 2017

Initial BIS index values were between 35 and 55,
corresponding to the general anesthesia spectrum
of values (Figure 3). The Asymmetry Indicator
(ASYM), that compares total EEG spectrum power
of each side, pointed towards left, the side where
the ischemic-hemorrhagic lesion was located.
The CDSA right panel showed a slow plus alpha
oscillation typical of GABA-A general intravenous
anesthetic agents. At the CDSA left panel, we
could see an increased power at theta and delta
frequencies that accounted for the left tendency in
the ASYM values (Figure 4).
A total intravenous anesthesia was performed
with Propofol TCI, Schnider Pk/Pd model, and
Remifentanil TCI, Minto Pk/Pd Model, using an
Orchestra® device (Fresenius Kabi, Brézins, France)
and the data were transmitted and registered with
Centricity™.
TCI of remifentanil (20 µg/ml, Minto model) was
started with an effect site concentration (Ce) of 6
ng/ml and propofol (10 mg/ml, Schnider model)
with a Ce of 6 ng/ml. Neuromuscular block was
secured with 50 mg of rocuronium (Figure 4,
there is a 10-15 min delay in the data transfer from
Orchestra® to centricity software, as the drop in
the arterial pressure values and the BIS index are
effects of propofol and remifentanil infusion).
At point A of the Figure 4 we see the effect of the
initial bolus of propofol at right CDSA with instant
reduction of the power at all frequencies, not
seen at the left side. Remifentanil is initiated at the
same time as propofol and can be associated with
the bilateral drop in alpha oscillation. Index BIS
rounded 20 to 35.
Point B (Figure 4) corresponds to increased
propofol Ce from 6 to 10. At both the left and
right CDSA panel we can see an instant reduction
of the power at all frequencies, with slight time
discrepancy. At this propofol concentration ASYM
indicator is reduced, the alpha oscillations loses
power, remaining the slow oscillation bilaterally.
Surgical incision was the performed at point C
(Figure 4), with manipulation artefacts seen at
81
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Figure 3: Anaesthesia monitor trends, from the time the patient entered in the operating room to the time it was transferred to the intensive
Care Unit
It depicts continuous Heart Rate (HR), O2 peripheral saturation (SpO2), Systolic (ARTsys), mean (ARTmean) and diastolic (ARTdia) blood
pressure from radial 22G arterial line (calibration and movement artefacts are shown at the beginning and at the end).
End tidal CO2 (ETCO2) and Bispectral Index (BIS) values are also shown.
Effect site-concentration (Ce) and plasma concentration (Cp) of Remifentanil (20ug/ml, Minto model, target effect site concentration mode) and of
Propofol (10mg/ml, Schnider model, target effect site concentration mode) is also depict with a time lag of 10-15minutes.

CDSA. Surgical stimuli conducted to augmentation
of the alpha plus slow oscillation power, and also at
intermediate frequencies in the left side, with ASYM
indicator increasing to left side.
At encephalic decompression (point D, Figure 4),
return of encephalic vessel pulsatility, hypotension
and decreased BIS values were seen. At the DSA
panel a sudden change of pattern emerged with
only slow frequencies remaining at the highest
power, with some burst suppression pattern
emerging.
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As surgery was approaching its end alpha oscillations
were reappearing bilaterally, as were the theta and
delta frequencies at the left side.
At point E (Figure 4) a bolus of thiopental 500
mg was administered IV with instant reduction of
activity at all frequencies at the left and right panels
simultaneously. The patient was then transferred to
an ICU under controlled ventilation.
At the ICU, no intravenous drug were given and the
patient was monitored with bilateral BIS. The DSA
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Figure 4: The Colour Density Spectral Array in the operating room
The patient arrived at the operating room already under a general anaesthesia. Initial Bispectral index value was between 35 and 55 (blue trend line).
The Asymmetry Indicator pointed towards left (ASYM). The CDSA right panel showed a typical of GABA-A general intravenous anesthetic agents
and the left panel increased power at theta and delta frequencies with a plateau formation. TCI of propofol (10mg/ml, Schnider model) was started
with an effect site concentration (Ce) of 6 ng ml1-.
(A) Propofol TCI initial bolus, right CDSA instant reduction of power in all frequencies; (B) increased Ce Propofol to 10, left and right CDSA
power reduction in all frequencies, ASYM indicator is reduced. (C) Surgical incision, alpha and slow oscillation power is increased bilaterally, as
intermediate frequencies in the left side. (D) Encephalic decompression, at the CDSA panel only slow frequencies remains with high power. (E)
500 mg of thiopental bolus, reduction of activity at all frequencies bilaterally.

panel showed a similar alpha and slow oscillation
frequencies with ASYM value towards left. At point
F (Figure 5) sudden loss of power at all frequencies
except the slow oscillations (1Hz) was observed.
ASYM indicator changed to right, as activity at slow
oscillations was greater.

SE at left hemisphere potentiated by the ischemichaemorrhagic massive lesion.

Cerebral death was clinically diagnosed afterwards.

Detection of non-convulsive seizures requires
continuous EEG but, for non trained physicians,
cEEG recordings are notoriously difficult to
interpret, very time-consuming to read, and artefact
identification is sometimes challenging 12,13. The

DISCUSSION
In this case, we report findings in the left CDSA of
bilateral BIS that was hypothesized to correspond to
ANAESTH, PAIN & INTENSIVE CARE; VOL 21(1) JAN-MAR 2017

Acute stroke has been reported to cause a great
percentage of SE in adults, with intracerebral
haemorrhage
and
cortical
lesions
being
determinants of risk 11.
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Figure 5: The Colour Density Spectral Array in the Intensive Care Unit
No intravenous drug was given. The initial CDSA panel shows a similar alpha and slow oscillation frequencies with ASYM value
towards left. (F) Sudden loss of power at all frequencies, ASYM indicator changed to right. BIS trend slightly augmented. Afterwards cerebral death was clinically diagnosed.

BIS® monitor was developed to assess the hypnotic
component of general anesthesia (Johansen, 2006)
but its clinical uses have been spreading and there
are some case reports that describe the use of the
BIS® index to detect non-convulsive seizures.8,14
CDSA EEG applies fast-Fourier transformation
to convert raw EEG into a time-compressed and
colour-coded display. The sensor uses an electrode
montage designed to capture high-quality EEG
signals from both of the patient’s cerebral
hemispheres. Clinical applications of CDSA and
related techniques include identifying seizures in
adults and children with good correlation in real
time with the underlying raw EEG.13,15,16 Ortega et
al6 described a case of an epileptic surgery in witch
intraoperative DSA allowed to detect distinctions
in the power spectrum between both hemispheres,
that BIS index trend failed to detect. As in our case,
CDSA evidenced higher alpha and lower frequency
power in the aﬀected side suggesting greater
sensitivity of this hemisphere to drugs. These
diﬀerences were also seen by operating changes in
propofol dosing. Fernandez Torre et al5 described
retrospectively the CDSA of bilateral BIS monitor
in 15 patients with comatose NCSE. CDSA during
NCSE pattern was characterized by continuous or
84

intermittent red tones in the delta-theta range, with
or without asymmetry, and BIS number trend with
significant variability.
Propofol, as an antiepileptic drug, used in refractory
SE reduced the epileptic activity (point A and B
in Figure 6). The goal is to abolish electrographic
epileptic activity often requiring burst suppression
that can be monitored with good sensibility and
specificity with BIS monitor.8
Thiopental confirmed the reduction in epileptic
activity response to IV anesthetic drugs as was
previously described by similar changes in CDSA in
SE.17
Decompressive craniectomy is performed to
improve intracranial pressure and cerebral
perfusion pressure,18 therefore improving the
cerebral concentration of drugs such as propofol
resulting, in our case, in a sudden change in CDSA
pattern with burst suppression for the same TCI
Ce target of propofol. Decompressive craniectomy
improves systemic hemodynamic instability 19
but does not remove the stimulus for epileptic
activity.20 Therefore pharmacological treatment
was continued and monitored post operatively.
This is the first clinical report with CDSA
ANAESTH, PAIN & INTENSIVE CARE; VOL 21(1) JAN-MAR 2017
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description, from the operation room to ICU. cEEG
monitoring is essential for a continuum of care
properly tailored to the brain lesion in question.
The European Society of Intensive Care Medicine
and the American Clinical Neurophysiology Society
recommend cEEG monitoring in the critical
care units for SE and to monitor the response of
seizures and SE to treatment, particular continuous
intravenous antiseizure drugs.21,22 BIS index value
can be a useful marker for estimating the prognosis
of comatose patients in ICU23 and to assessment
brain death onset on severely comatose patients24.
In 1993 Alster et al25 hypothesized that normal cyclic
variations in the EEG are the basis for prognosis as
they reflect an intact reticular activating system. A
slow monotonous spectrogram was predictive of an
unfavourable outcome in comatose patients in 60%
of cases. In 2015 Hernandez described the CDSA
alterations caused by herniated brain with sudden
change in the colour pattern from red-yellow
tones in delta-theta frequencies to blue tones in all
frequencies brain.26
Despite the limitations of BIS® monitoring in
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relation to muscle artefacts and the scarcity of
parieto-occipital region data, CDSA monitoring can
be used as a supplementary tool for monitoring SE,
especially in facilities where cEEG monitoring is
not available, as in the operating room. It has good
time resolution providing continuum monitored
treatment tailored to the brain lesion, with instant
treatment outcomes.
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